Abstract. 'Three-dimensional surface profilometry' when used for analysis and product specification reports roughness parameters that provide an average surface description over a relatively large area. Many commercial sheet steels are produced with special textured surfaces for tribological benefits or appearance benefits. These surfaces, as well as others, may demonstrate high levels of roughness anisotropy that is not quantifiable by simple three dimensional surface parameters. This anisotropy can play an important role in the surface appearance of the finished product and in the tribological behaviour during forming. The current work presents a method for quantifying surface-roughness features as a function of angular orientation with respect to rolling direction. The measurement methodology was applied to several model surfaces and one industrially produced electron-beam textured-surface (EBT). This methodology extracts multiple surface-height profiles of the same angular orientation from a single surface and calculates an average roughness parameter for the orientation angle based on the multiple profiles. Particularly interesting results were the large number of profiles necessary to obtain repeatable values for the roughness variation with respect to direction and the strong influence of surface feature size on the repeatability of said results. These results indicate that care must be taken when using a single extracted profile to represent a 'three-dimensional' surface.
Introduction
Many commercial flat products are currently being produced with deterministic surface patterns that improve paintability, surface appearance and tribological properties. These patterns produce surfaces with topography characteristics that are highly anisotropic and vary with trace angle. Trace angle refers to the angle along which the surface roughness is measured. The convention used in the current work for describing trace angle is shown in Fig. 1a .
These anisotropic patterns may result in different surface characteristics during forming operations depending on the direction of sliding during forming. Using simple computer-generated modelsurfaces the current work examines surface anisotropy with the most basic surface characteristic: arithmetic mean roughness, Ra.
The idea of examining surface parameters as a function of trace angle is not a new one. Several authors in the past have used this technique for a variety of different surfaces parameters including fractal surface parameters. [1] [2] [3] [4] The current work focuses on refining the method by which the angular measurements are made and taking a look at fundamental aspects of this type of measurement.
The effect of this trace angle can clearly be seen by considering traces taken along a patterned surface at 0°, 30° and 45° as shown in Fig. 1b . The height profiles of these three traces are significantly different, Fig. 2a -2c . It is clear that such different profiles will result in much different surface behaviour as well as roughness parameters. The Ra parameter is defined by Eq. 1 in which y is the position in the profile, η(y) is the absolute value of surface height at y minus the average surface height and N is the number of points in the profile. This parameter is admittedly not ideal, but it is basic enough that its behaviour can be easily distinguished from that of the algorithm itself. Thus this parameter was chosen as the basis for description of directionality effects. 
The arithmetic mean roughness values, Ra, for the profiles in Fig. 2a -2c are 0.52, 0.73 and 0.80 µm respectively, which are significantly different values in spite of the fact that all three profiles are taken from the same surface. Additionally, the Ra values of the three extracted profiles in Fig. 2 are quite different from the Sa value of 0.95 µm, Eq. 2, that was calculated for the three-dimensional surface in Fig. 1b .
Experimental Methodology
The first step in the current work was to identify a series of surfaces that (1) were related to some commercial surface, (2) would provide a test of the ability of the algorithm and (3) be simple enough that judgment could be passed as to the effectiveness of the algorithm. The second step was to develop the algorithm and implement it in a sensible manner for comparing different surfaces.
The final step was to analyze the initial results of the algorithm as applied to the selected surfaces. Selection of Surfaces. The first surface chosen was an industrially produced electron-beam textured surface. The surface, which is shown in Fig. 1a , can be described in terms of the motif spacing in
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Sheet Metal 2005 the x and y-directions and the description of the motif shape. The 'motif' is the basic pattern that is repeated at regular intervals on the surface. In the case of the EBT surface used in this work the motif is two rings and is thus described by inner diameter, outer diameter, depth and the relative position of the rings. As is clear in Fig. 1a the rings of the EBT surface are not completely symmetrical in terms of diameter or depth and there is a significant amount of low wavelength roughness present on the surface. These two factors make examining the effectiveness of the algorithm more difficult. Eliminating these factors is possible via two methods: filtering of the EBT surface or reproducing the surface as a simple computer generated model. Model surfaces were chosen as the solution to the complicating factors mentioned above. Surfaces were developed based on simple motifs in the form of either a circle or ring shaped depression. These surfaces are described in terms of motif outer diameter, motif inner diameter (where applicable), depth and motif spacing. These parameters were varied to create a variety of surfaces to test the developed algorithm. The following motif parameters were used to describe the various materials in the current work: d Inner and d Outer are the inner and outer diameters; λ x and λ y are the x and y-direction spacing of the motif; λ' x and λ' y are the spacing of the two components of the motif for the EBT material and h is the motif depth. The surfaces and their motif parameters are summarized in Table 1 . The surface designations 'C' and 'R' are used to indicated circle and ringshaped motifs respectively. The motif parameters for EBT are also included in Table 1 . Contour maps for each of the surfaces used in the current work are shown in Fig. 3 . In any roughness measurement the exact starting point of the physical measurement performed on the specimen is very difficult to control. When very precise control is used in determining the starting point, the effect of differences within a single surface is eliminated. However, the differences between multiple surfaces may be masked by the effects of the starting point. For example Fig. 4a is a surface with a circular motif and Fig. 4b is a surface with horizontal channels with a width equal to the diameter of the circles in Fig. 4a . The profiles for the three traces shown in Fig. 4a are shown in Fig. 4a and the lone trace shown in Fig. 4b yield the same profile, Fig. 5c . Naturally, comparing the surfaces presented in Fig. 4a and 4b based on the profile in Fig. 5c would yield the false conclusion that the surfaces are similar.
Because of these types of discrepancies, it is necessary to suppress the effect of the starting point on the surface measurement. It is necessary to extract profiles along a number of traces with different starting points in order to repeatably compare surfaces. The Ra parameter must be calculated for each profile separately and the average value of the different profiles reported for each trace angle.
For the current work different numbers of traces were compared to determine the minimum number necessary for repeatable results. The start points of the traces were randomly selected points from within a square whose sides were equal in length to the λ motif-parameter. Algorithm Development and Implementation: Simulated Measurements All of the studied surfaces were represented by 512 by 512 point matrices of surface height values, which were displayed as 1 mm x 1 mm fields of view in Fig. 3 . All of the extracted profiles consisted of 400 data points. Due to the nature of the surface representation in order to obtain profiles with 400 data points at all angles much of the data had to be interpolated. Interpolation of points was done by a simple weighted average of the height values of the matrix positions nearest to the point that needed to be interpolated. A simulated measurement of a surface is performed by extracting the required number of profiles, which all have different randomly chosen starting points, for each trace angle from 0° to 90° in 1° increments. The Ra value for each individual profile is calculated and subsequently the average for the given trace angle is calculated.
For each of the six surfaces listed in Table 1 twelve simulated measurements were performed. Twelve measurements per surface were necessary to provide three measurements using 1, 10, 100 and 200 profiles in order to compare the effect of number of profiles on the result.
Results and Discussion
After simulated measurements with 1, 10, 100 and 200 profiles were performed for each of the six surfaces the data were compiled in a manner that allowed comparison of the different surfaces and evaluation of the effect of the number of profiles extracted. To this end the Ra value was plotted as a function of trace direction at one degree intervals. Fig. 6 shows the Ra versus trace angle plots for surface C2 using 1, 10, 100 and 200 scans. Each graph shows three simulated measurements, as described above in the methodology. As the number of scans increases the difference between the three different measurements becomes smaller. With only one profile used per measurement the Ra values at a given angle varied over a large range. For Advanced Materials Research Vols. 6-8example, at a trace angle of 7°, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6 , when only one scan was used the difference between Ra measurements is as much as 0.3 µm. When 200 scans were used the difference was almost brought down to zero. Surface C2 is an excellent illustration of the necessity for using many different profiles with different starting points to ensure proper representation of the true nature of the surface along a given trace angle. Fig. 6 . Ra versus trace angle for surface C2. Fig. 7 shows the same series of graphs for surface C3 that are seen in Fig. 6 for surface C2. There is an important difference, however, between these two surfaces. As seen in Fig. 7 only 10 profiles were needed before measured Ra values were nearly identical for all three measurements. Increasing the number of scans to 100 or 200 produced no significant change. Thus it is clear that the number of scans necessary to obtain repeatable measurements is dependent upon the motif parameters of the surface. Surface C2 and surface C3 have the same spacing between the motifs, but the motif circle of surface C3 is twice as large.
It was determined that in order to obtain repeatable results for all surfaces in the current work a minimum number of 200 profiles per trace angle would be necessary. Measurements made with 200 scans per trace angle could then be used to compare the different surfaces used in the current work. Fig. 8 shows the Ra versus trace angle curves, which resulted from measurements using 200 profiles, for all surfaces. Curves for the C1-C4 and R1 surfaces are compared in Fig. 8a and the curve for the EBT surface is shown in Fig. 8b . The EBT surface must be displayed separately due to its much different height scale.
The first features that become apparent are the low points found in most of the curves in Fig. 8a at 0°, 45° and 90°. In order to understand the curves better it should be made clear that a profile with an equal number of points at height 0.0 µm and height 2.0 µm will result in an Ra = 1.0 µm. The lower the Ra value the greater the high or low point count bias. Conversely, the higher the Ra value, the smaller the high or low bias the surface has. At 0 and 90 all surfaces in Fig. 8a show a decrease in roughness, indeed some surfaces show a very large decrease. All surfaces except surface C3 also show a significant drop in Ra at 45°. There also appear to be some lower Ra values occurring at 22.5° and 37.5° and their complimentary angles as well for the C1-C4 surfaces. Surface R1 shows a near constant Ra outside of the areas near 0°, 45° and 90°.
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Reassuringly, the computer generated surfaces all result in Ra versus trace angle curves that are symmetric about 45°. This symmetry is expected because as can be seen surfaces C1-C4 and R1 have 90° rotational-symmetry. Small deviations from perfect symmetry result from the use of randomly selected starting points for the individual scans.
The industrially produced EBT surface, however, does not show the predictable or symmetric behaviour seen in the computer generated materials. The EBT surface shows a range of Ra values between 1.4 and nearly 1.8 µm. Clear directions of low Ra value are 10°, 25° and 80°. On the other hand the 90° direction shows the highest Ra value. The resulting Ra variations with trace angle for the computer generated surfaces were all reconcilable with the surfaces themselves. For example on the surfaces that showed low Ra values at 0°, 45° and 90° it is clear that these directions have a more biased surface toward a height of 0 or 2 µm. The EBT surface gives no clear correlation between the trace angles that showed low Ra values and the qualitative appearance of the surface. Advanced Materials Research Vols. 6-8
Summary
Directional differences in surface parameters are present on patterned surfaces. These directional differences for Ra were quantifiable using the algorithm developed in the current work. The starting points of the profiles that are used during measurement can significantly affect the resulting parameters. To eliminate this problem the authors used random starting points taken from within a given range. The number of profiles extracted during measuring was also found to significantly affect the repeatability of the measurements. A minimum of 200 profiles were necessary in the current work to produce repeatable measurements.
The magnitude of the surface motif parameters influenced the number of scans necessary for repeatable measurements.
Each of the computer generated surfaces showed a fairly constant Ra value except for trace angles of 0° and 90°,the values at which the Ra values decreased.
All of the computer generated surfaces except C3 also showed a decrease in Ra value at 45°. The motif size and spacing seemed to play the most important role in determining the behaviour of the computer generated surfaces.
Directionality effects seemed more dependent upon short wavelength differences than motif parameters for the industrially produced EBT surface.
